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This Note explore the determinants of key
attributes of a training program for

Individual Ready Reserve () mbers. It
examines relationships among time since
sepWration, skill retention, task
characteristics, and different form of
training. It analyzes the relevant
academic and military literature on skill
retention and training needs, and proposes
a research agenda and a decision framework
designed to provide information and
structure for IRR training program
decisions. The authors recomend that
decision frameworks for r training take
into account the usefulness of other
mobilization assets, the tim and resources
available at mobilization for IRR training,
the skills that are critical to
mobilization, and cost concerns. This
decision framwork must be supported by
further information on skill retention in
the IRR, training needs of the IRR, costs
of refresher training, and the willingness
of the Ir1 to train.
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PREFACE

This report explores the determinants of key attributes of a

training program for Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) members. It

examines relationships among time since separation, skill retention,

task characteristics, and different forms of training. It analyzes the

relevant academic and military literature on skill retention and

training needs, and proposes a research agenda and a decision framework

designed to provide information and structure for IRR training program

decisions. The research was sponsored by the Office of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs) in RAND's National Defense

Research Institute, a Federally Funded Research and Development Center 00

supported by the Office of the Secretary of Defense. It was conducted

by the Individual Ready Reserve Training Needs arid Options project, part

of RAND's Defense .anpower Research Center.

Those agencies and individuals concerned with IRR training, skill

retention, and refresher training in the armed services, and with the

readiness of the armed services, should find this Note of interest. f r

The attention now being paid to the IRR is causirg many changes in

the services' IRR programs. This research, performed in late 1985,

reflects the service programs at that time.
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SUMMARY

In the past few years the Congress, the Office of the Secretary of

Defense (OSD), and the military services have become concerned about the

readiness of the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR). Most members of the

IRR are reservists who have finished an active-duty military service

contract, but who have time remaining in their military service

obligation. Any large mobilization of the armed forces will require the

call-up of the IRR, yet few IRR members currently attend training.

Concern about readiness, therefore, extends to the IRR. The services

are uncertain if IRR members retain their military skills over the

average four to six year period that they serve in the IRR, and do not

know what kind of training program would be most appropriate for

refreshing decayed skills. The Office of the Secretary of Defense

recently required the services to determine IRR skill retention and to

develop refresher training options.

This Note provides guidance regarding the information needed by the

services to develop an IRR refresher training program for enlisted iV

personnel. The Note provides: a decision framework for deciding P.

whether or not to refresh individuals in any particular specialty; a A'.

review of the literature on military skill retention; a discussion of

refresher training costs, and a brief look at the motivation of the

average IRR member to attend refresher training. Throughout, it is not

our intention to provide definitive proposals concerning the details of

a training program, or even a handbook for determining such details.

The state of knowledge concerning IRR training needs and objectives is

riot sufficient for either. Rather, we explore the information that is

av, a ilale , identify unmet iriformatio on needs, and suggest w.ays in which W.

te hiiical information should be combined 6ith iroad policy choices to

des ign an IRR refresher training program.

In t hi s study, we focus on the inil isted IRR, espec(ially tha t of the

Army and Mar i no Corps, for the followi ng reasons: (I) the enlisted IRR

fias he"en somt-what Flegletc ted by past trininig plolicies; 21 the Army

lst rtlt?) w w.e'i i r(f.itt c> the IkR. ntid ()i the Army arid 'larine

d* -f .
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Corps are particularly dependent on the IRR during mobilization and have

ongoing refresher training programs.

From our research we conclude that the decision of whether to

refresh an IRR member's skills must consider the role that the member

will play during mobilization and whether another asset is availablr to

fill that role. Tradeoffs must be made between time and effectiveness

gained at mobilization and the costs of IRR refresher training prior to

mobilization. These tradeoffs are properly made with knowledge on IRR

skill deterioration, training options and their costs, and IRR training

motivation.

It may become apparent, upon closer examination, that for some

specialties (and some tasks) it is simply not practical to rely on the

IRR to provide the skills needed at mobilization. These will be

specialties where: (a) there are too few members in the IRR to meet

mobilization needs, (b) skills decay too rapidly to maintain IRR

proficiency and cannot be refreshed quickly, or (c) refresher training

is too costly to make skill maintenance reasonablL. For these skills,

it may be necessary to modify mobilization planning to reduce reliance

on the IRR.

For occupational areas and types of tasks where mobilization

planning continues to rely on the IRR, several refresher training

options exist:

" Do not refresh if the skill decays slowly or not at all.

* Refresh periodically if the skill is needed immediately at

mobilization.

* Refresh at mobilization if time is available then.

" Combinations of the above.

The decision of which option to choose for any particular specialty (a

(or task within a specialty) should depend on technical factors such as

the rate of skill decay, the time needed to refresh a skill, and the

costs of refreshing, as well as on more basic issues such as the minimum

acceptable level of proficiency.

* % % %
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If the option of periodic refresher training is chosen, a further

decision must then be made as to length, frequency, and type of

training. Decisions on these parameters of a training program will

depend on factors such as the initial skill level of IRR personnel,

rates of skill decay, and characteristics of the skills to be refreshed.

We found from the literature review that, although research on

skill retention provides many interesting concepts and facts, little is

directly applicable to the IRR. The studies reviewed did not test the

IRR and the subjects that were tested had characteristics quite

different from the IRR. In particular, the retention interval in the

tests was short--less than a year--while IRR members need to retain

skills over periods up to six years. Nevertheless, some broad

conclusions can be drawn from the literature. In general, the retention

of procedural tasks, the sequencing of tasks, and the ability to perform

a task in a required time period deteriorate rather quickly. Continuous

motor skills, performance accuracy, and tasks supported with aids

deteriorate less rapidly. An individual's post-training score on a

performance test, combined with the length of the retention interval, is

the best predictor of skill retention.

Controlled experiments and surveys can provide some of the needed

information on IRR members. We recommend that the services begin

testing IRR members upon transfer from active duty and after each

refresher training opportunity attended thereafter. This information

should become a part of the member's service record. The IRR member may

also be tested after each muster and asked to give details of his

civilian experiences. Such data will provide a baseline for determining

IRR skill decay. Small-scale experiments also can be run on targetted

skill areas to determine specific skill retention and the most effective

training options. '-

Like skill retention, our research shows that the services lack

complete information about relevant costs of possible IRR refresher

training options. Although the services maintain enough information to

program IRR gross training budgets, they do not have sufficient detailed

cost information to make important choices between training options.

The specific cost information that does exist is scattered among several .w ,

V.p
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commands within each service. Without more and better-coordinated

information, IRR refresher training decisions will be taken with

insufficient knowledge of their costs. in the Note we suggest ways this

lack of information may be remedied. Especially important will be

improved ways of reporting the data that are now collected.

The services also know little about the motivation of IRR members

to attend training--only a small percent now voluntarily refresh their

skills. For an IRR refresher training program to have any significant

effect on readiness at mobilization, marked increases in participation

are necessary. Further information on motivations, responses to

incentives, and responses to the training program is needed to set up a

program that will ensure the participation rates desired. To collect

the information needed we suggest a series of surveys questioning IRR

members on background, employment, employer's attitude toward employee

training absences, training satisfaction, monetary incentives, and so

forth. These surveys could be easily administered during annual IRR

musters.

All of the above-mentioned information requirements, when

satisfied, could be used to set up a well-structured IRR training

program and contribute to a smooth mobilization. A well-run program may

increase participation in voluntary refresher training, as well as the

availability of skilled personnel at mobilization.

The use of yearly musters, which the services are currently

developing, provides an excellent opportunity to determine skill

deterioration, refreshing needs, and participation rates. The Army, in

particular, has adopted the muster and has begun collection of relevant

data on its IRR members to perform analyses that will enable effective

and efficient IRR refresher training decisions.

r rw
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the nation's mobilization assets is the Individual Ready

Reserve (IRR). Most IRR members have completed their active duty

contract, but still have time remaining in the eight-year military

service obligation that is a part of all such contracts. IRR members do

not belong to or train with units. Rather, they represent a pool of

pretrained, militarily experienced individuals that can be called to

active duty during national emergencies. Currently, service plans for

mobilization expect the IRR to immediately fill vacancies in existing

active or Selected Reserve units, and perhaps later to replace

casualties. Presumably IRR personnel would fulfill this role better

than the primary alternative--new recruits--regardless of IRR training

programs, because all IRR personnel have some prior experience on active

military duty. However, the readiness at mobilization of the U.S. armed

forces will be greater, the better the IRR maintains its skills in

peacetime. With less than 5 percent of IRR enlisted personnel now

receiving any form of refresher training, there is presumably much room

for improvement.

The Congress, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), and the

services, concerned over readiness and mobilization issues, have turned

their attention to IRR skill retention for two primary reasons. First,

the services provide only small allocations of training funds to the

IRR; thus, the IRR receives little training to maintain its skills for

mobilization. Second, in an effort to increase the number of IRR

members available at mobilization, the Congress extended the military

service obligation to eight years beginning in 1984; previously the

obligation had been for six years. Thus, in the future many IRR members

may not have used their military skills for more than four years prior

to a mobilization.

Responding to the concern over the readiness of the IRR, in 1985

and again in 1986 OSD requested in the Defense Guidance that the

services determine IRR skill retention and institute any necessary

refresher training programs. Concurrently, OSD asked RAND to study the

issue of IRR refresher training needs and options.

-,?
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Our research addresses the questions of whether IRR enlisted

personnel maintain their skills without systematic practice and what

kind of refresher training program would increase their skill retention.

We collected information about the IRR and its refresher training

programs from interviews with the reserve components of the services,

IRR program managers, statistical data provided by the managers, and

standard military personnel references. We learned about the IRR role

in mobilization from the offices that are responsible for mobilization

issues in the services and at OSD. Information on skill retention--

in general, in the military, and in the IRR--was gathered from the above

interviews and from a thorough search of the published literature on

skill retention and refresher training needs. l

In the past the services focused their limited IRR management

resources on officers. Enlisted personnel, who account for over 85 t

percent of the IRR, received little attention. This research, in a.

contrast, addresses skill retention issues for the enlisted force. We

concentrate on Army and Marine Corps programs, because these two

services depend more heavily on the IRR for mobilization and have

ongoing programs to actively manage the members.

While many other important issues surround IRR management--for

example, ability to contact IRR members at mobilization, rates and

physical condition of IRR members who report for exercises and

mobilization, retention of IRR members past mandatory service length,

and usefulness of annual musters--this research concentrates on

predicting enlisted skill retention and choosing among refresher

training options. We propose a framework for considering which, if any,

specialities to refresh in the IRR and which tasks to refresh within a

specialty. The major assumption of this decision framework is that the

IRR cannot be managed separately from the other mobilization assets.

This framework led us to focus on three areas of inquiry: the

determinants of IRR skill retention and training, costs of training, and

the ability to motivate the IRR members to attend training (assuming

training is not made mandatory). In all three areas we found little

information specific to the IRR. Therefore, this Note sets out the

research agendas necessary to determine a viable IRR refresher training

program. %
V
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The remainder of this document has six major sections. The first

describes the IRR and its refresher training programs The second

presents a decision framework for considering IRR refresher training

needs, describes broad options for improving IRR skill retention, and

identifies in general terms the information requirements for a training

program. The third section analyzes the hiterature on skill retention

to determine what is known, and whether current knowledge will enable

the services to adequately predict IRR refresher tra:ning needs The .V-

fourth section analyzes known IRR training costs, the fifth briefly .A,

considers motivating IRR members to attend training Suggested research

agendas for each subject are detailed in the final paragraphs of each lieh

section. Conclusions and overall recommendations appear in the tinal 'U-

section. An appendix contains details of the literature review ..

-.,
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II. BACKGROUND

The Ready Reserve ConsIst. of two major groups the Se.e ted

Reserve tSR) and the Individual Re3dy Reserve IRR) members t the SR

are assigned to units, t rain in their unit on a per iodi, fiasis, have

unit equipment in place, and t!gdnize smilarl'y to the dct 1ve duty

'ompoienlts A subgroup o the Se If' ted R.sc r te is the "liti . ,.{ Ja I
",p

4obi 1 izat ion Augmeiitee or IMA- -a reserv ist whoi .s assi.'ied to and d- ; I is

% ith an active ,.. \:it It is this segmelit of the keddy he% TVe. fat

most frequently comes to mind ,her, "the r, .,vr\.s" -rii s i.s&,s ,ed .ho ,ss -

.ell-kno~n ARR is I , )I .f on.e-tra.ned ,',ixl\idus. T~t ..ait iei1 :rt,

...nut s, W.hose L-0rit inued t r*iirig :s IonII.t t, id :r 'g i leir the great

majrity ,t :k, menmbers have t "nri,,hed iLteir ii x . r >h ,t, . i I
p

j)ut st I 1 1 hd\x t "me It.mtltnir,9 ;ri feit n: t n tit, 1er. ' :t .Nrv A P

rr iurit , .t h's t .i I :t mo %'rs. L v. I in .I er' ,.1 ;4. "1 uxi. k t v t. " k

mi 11 it ar ser e f K :git ii, o.xp;rcd . ' kK m,,nf,,.rs inc *x a itt e

toT l I t.. t I v it x hr th." } '" ,.-:. e ith . iv P., I . ,i. 7.

i4( .;i rIt ;t . t eir ' . I.s] rn ii ' e ' . t " '' 1 t I £ I . 1 .

.

2 , . . '?
I '. IN 6. *-1 0. .. . . r i

;: : . ." . . rr l ".. .! , . . , - -- '.

*-

t9

rt. -I 1 1 .%
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obligation. Thus there is no guarantee that the IRR pool will match the A %

wartime requirements for personnel. For some occupational areas there

may be too few IRR members to fill the shortfall between wartime

requirements and peacetime manning. This shortfall will be met by

retired reserves, draftees, or volunteers. In other occupational areas,

more IRR members may exist than are needed to fill the shortfall.

In addition, training of IRR members is not linked to mobilization

needs. Training is voluntary, although when an IRR member attends a " :.
training exercise he or she is compensated as any other reservist on .

active duty, with pay and allowances, travel, per diem, and retirement

points.

he mobilization of the U.S. armed forces depends on the IRR. In '4.

pea(etime, the active and SR units man below the level needed for

wartime mobilization. Upon mobilization, the services expect to call

the IRR to duty to fill out existing active and SR units to their full- 0

time military str,.ngth Without the IRR, the services would likely le 4

either ,.. inexperienced new recruits or dismantle low priority SR units

A ,d se the members as fillers for undermanned active units and high
2 r %'pt "ority Sk urlits. The latter disrupts the integrity of existing units

and 6astes the valuable time and effort placed in developing unit

(,hes ior, and r.sporis i veness-

IRR COMPOSITION

The IRk (ontains both officers and enlisted personnel. Table I

.t,s 'hit s of March 1985 the enlisted account for about 85 percent of

• h,-.kR IL rue ,tnd in( lude approximately 384,000 soldiers.

7*, IRk :s mar) ged it the service level and so has several

ImP-,14-t,,s Approximately e3 percent are in the Army, 14 percent are

., ti,,. vy, I pet(ent are in the arines, and 9 percent are in the Air

'A r r e ;) lans , ii I f .r tise of the r-t ired reserve instead of
, , *': , SR :inits.

'The N t ai, u ard .nd Coast (ir ard IRR components make up less

hat - p et . t tf t he t ,t l ird a re ex- I tided from the table.

%. 6.
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Table 1

IRR COMPOSITION

Air
Army Navy Marines Force Total

Total IRR 286,337 72.241 46,382 41,861 446,821
Offi(.ers 44,358 16,834 3,326 7,940 72.458
Enlisted 241,979 55,407 43,056 33,921 374,363

Enlisted
Average grade 3.2 3.8 3.7 4 0 3 5

Percent at skill
level 1 85 69 80 81 81

Table I also shows the average grade 4nd skill le.el ,t IRR

members. Most are at Army skill level one or its equia&ent The

average pay-grade is between E3 and F.,-, .ith the Army lav% ig the .. est

average grade. The IRR is primarily made up )t iK.ite males 6ith. the

majority located in the eastern lr it.d Stetes, as %h'pwr. :gr i ;as and

2.

Figure 3 shows selected -r ,tar ' pat r, t "t.- kk :,1., 4,1mY

and Marine Coips IRR largely fot. :ty ,r i1.. .,,t . i. . , ,.t. :,. \a

has the largest perrentage -)f r.-, ,,,,t . ,r . i.. , ... :.e.

The Air Force has the smallest AmrIK fri..mte..i .t .rc

occupationally qUalifled, most its- th,. ., '!.. "r. e I. e.

and support areas The Air . i,1.4i!N is., ' - , ,: v'1. -1

group of )( ( upat ions it. tti, 'k-

Figures , and sho t t+ -t.# . r ,i, i "s,: ii, 'it. :

overwhelmingly ; the _- t. ,-. ,: . ,,+.t v-.

school graduates, , h xers, ,#. , ," "' 1. . .,g., . ' .#i -

large p ropo rt I rl of rr,-Lgl. 's. et .:., -. . . ',

.
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TRAINING PROGRAMS

Th. A; I' io"' 71wt Lurrs'it ly train its IRR. Although the Army,

\ tw ,r,"i! rie# I rd;r iure 3(-t ively, the perc-entage of enlisted IRR

,,>. I .'r --.. ~ tl'an ti\E percent train each year. However,

:7*L. 'M z -kk rv ier s ho t ra in has been increas ing in the

.44[,~~ it ~ '.* t rt-is.-'i emphasis~ by the services. The

-~ . --4. .' 1. - * :(t I'i ij t ra ini ng

-4..1, )I( AN)M 1v w t

op,
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Exercise support. Enlisted IRR can volunteer for temporary

active duty status to support a unit. The job performed while

on duty does not have to be in the primary occupation.

Oftentimes units use IRR members during special exercises to

fill out the unit to wartime capacity.

CONCLUSIONS

This quick survey of the IRR leads to several generalizations. The

IRR are predominantly young males in the early stages of a civilian

career. They are not highly skilled, although most have spent between

two and four years in the military. The Army and Marine Corps with

their high concentrations in a few occupational categories may be able

to focus on a few skills to determine a refresher training program. The

Army with large numbers of personnel with less than six months of

service and the Navy with large numbers not assigned a primary

occupation may have to consider initial skill acquisition as well as

refresher training or completely exclude some members from rapid

mobilization. The latter option may be preferable, because some IRR

personnel have been discharged from active duty for disciplinary reasons

(especially in the Army), and so may not be good candidates for

mobilization.

The concentration of the IRR in the east implies a geographic focus

for on-site training. Finally, the current training programs involve

few members. If more members of the IRR must refresh their skills for

mobilization readiness, the present management program might have to be

changed to encourage the participation desired.

Section III describes a decision framework--a systematic approach

to choices among options available to the services to improve IRR

readiness.

* %
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III. DECISION FRAMEWORK

How and when the IRR will be used at mobilization to a large extent

dictates what an effective refresher training program should accomplish.

In an ideal scenario, at mobilization notice will be sent to IRR members
iV

to report. The IRR members will have maintained their individual skills '4'.

and be ready to report immediately to a unit. At the unit they will

need brief refamiliarization with equipment and practice with their

individual skills. In addition, early placement in the unit may provide

an opportunity for unit training and the building of unit cohesion.

Within several days of mobilization, IRR personnel will fill out active

and Selected Reserve units to their wartime requirements, providing

pretrained, experienced manpower to them.

That is an ideal system. The existing system falls short of this

ideal for many reasons, but we will concentrate on one. The system . .

assumes that IRR members maintain their individual skills over time and

will be ready to mobilize, needing only a short period of on-the-job "

training at their unit. If that assumption does not hold, and we will

show in the next section that it does not, then the services may wish to
establish a premobilization refresher training program.

In fact, the Army and Marines now assume that each IRR member will

need to be tested at a mobilization center at the time of mobilization

to determine if the enlisted member is ready for combat. If not, the

enlistee will be sent to a training center to refresh skills. If ready,

he will be sent to a unit. This approach requires that each Army and

Marine IRR member report first to a mobilization center for testing and

processing. Air Force plans are somewhat different--personnel may be

required to report to the technical training center for their specialty %

rather than to a mobilization center--but the Air Force still expects to

screen IRR members before assignment to the field. This extra step in

the mobilization process, due entirely to uncertainty about IRR

readiness, may significantly slow down mobilization.

fe. a S~Cf - cc.- - c .- . .-.. . . . . . .
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Refresher training will both reduce the need for the extra

screening step and improve the performance level of IRR members who are

mobilized. Discussion with the services' IRR managers, however, has led

us to conclude that a logical framework for making IRR training

decisions is in a nascent stage. The services have only just begun to

respond to increased congressional emphasis on the IRR and have not yet

systematically and comprehensively considered refresher training

decisions.'.

The following paragraphs propose a logical framework for , -

establishing an IRR refresher training program. They discuss the

decisions that need to be made, and the information needed to make them

sensibly. Some of the tradeoffs that might have to be made are
highlighted. Our goal is both to delineate the context in which any

refresher training program for the IRR will function, and to suggest key

questions that must be answered before such a program is established.

In the discussion below, the decisions to be made are treated as

being sequential. In fact they are frequently interdependent. In

addition, although much of the discussion is couched in terms of

choosing training programs based on the characteristics of the '

individual reservist's occupational specialty, it should be noted that

(1) the preferred refresher training approach may vary for different

tasks within a specialty and (2) it may not be desirable to refresh all

individuals, or all tasks, within a particular specialty. These points

are discussed separately below.

MOBILIZATION PLANS

The first step in determining the scope and form of an IRR training

program is to examine current mobilization plans. Information on how

many IRR members, and in what specialties, will be needed at or shortly

after mobilization can then be used to guide decisions on what

'The Air Force is unique in having systematically considered the .e
length of time after separation from active duty that an individual 4

retains the ability to perform in his military occupation. The Air
Force, however, has no current plans to refresher train IRR members if
this interval expires before the end of the IRR member's military
committment.

N VV
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specialties should be examined most carefully for training needs. The

services have the means to perform this exercise--for example, the Army

uses its MOBPOWER model to produce priority lists of IRR MOS needs based

on mobilization scenarios.

For some specialties, it may be readily apparent that the IRR

cannot fill mobilization needs--either because there are simply not

enough members with earlier training and experience to fill the gap, or

because the skills needed deteriorate rapidly or are quite

difficult/expensive to maintain. For those specialties, the best option

may well be to abandon all thought of refreshing the skills of IRR

members, and rely on another asset at mobilization. The "other asset"

might be an augmented active or SR presence in the skill or occupation,

or it may be an arrangement that leads to lower U.S. mobilization

requirements in the specialty--e.g., agreements with allies to provide

the missing manpower, or measures that reduce the need for manpower

(through better casualty care or long-term changes in the

equipment/labor ratio, for example).

The factors influencing the choice of whether to rely on another

asset at mobilization will be primarily (1) the number of members in the

specialty compared to the number required by mobilization plans, (2) the

rate of skill deterioration, (3) the time and cost requirements of

refresher training, and (4) the existence of alternative ways to meet

mobilization needs.

Specialties with enough members that they may realistically be

expected, with refresher training, to fill the manpower shortages

implied by mobilization plans are candidates for refresher training

programs. In such programs, the cost of training, whether periodic or

at mobilization, must be weighed against the benefits that will be

gained at mobilization in terms of added readiness. Under current

budget constraints it is likely that training resources available may

not be sufficient for a comprehensive IRR refresher training program.

Thus, it may be necessary for the services to allocate training funds to

specific skill areas based on that skill's importance during

mobilization. Important skills may be skills with the greatest

shortfall at mobilization, skills needed soonest at mobilization, skills

taking the longest to refresh, or skills without which the mobilization

effort would be inhibited (bottleneck skills).
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The target level of proficiency in the IRR also involves difficult

choices. Refreshing to high skill levels costs more than minimum

proficiency. With limited budgets, choices must be made as to whether

to refresh all skills to a minimum level, or the most important skills

to a higher level.

OPTIONS FOR ENSURING PRETRAINED MANPOWER

Once overall decisions are made on which specialties and skills to

focus on, and what level of proficiency to aim for, there remain the

questions of whether and how to refresh IRR skills. There are several

basic options:

Do not refresh. Individuals may retain certain skills for long

periods of time, especially if they use them in civilian jobs. Upon

mobilization, time may be limited, but on-the-job refreshing of

procedures could be adequately performed at the unit.

Improve initial training. Some skills may be retained longer with "-'

better initial training. This would have the added advantage that it

may improve performance in the active and Selected Reserve as well.

Continually refresh. For skills not retained very long, the IRR

could be refresher trained periodically. The extent of training would

depend on skill retention by skill area, costs of refresher training,

the mobilization role, and possibly by an individual's particular need.

Train at mobilization. For skill areas that can be quickly -4%

refreshed or are not needed until late in mobilization, refresher .4 :

training may be postponed until mobilization begins.

In deciding among these options, a number of factors should be

considered, most prominently the time available at mobilization and time

available for annual training prior to mobilization.

To decide whether to train now versus at mobilization, it is useful -44"

to examine the requirements for skills at mobilization as compared with

the time available to refresh then. Each skill will require a certain ".

amount of time to refresh, whether at mobilization or periodically. In

addition, a review of mobilization requirements will show that some

skills in the IRR will be immediately demanded at mobilization. Others

may not be demanded until quite late. Depending on the time available

.-

'°°p
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at mobilization, some skills can be completely refreshed then, requiring PJ

no refresher training before mobilization. Other skills, those demanded

immediately or in a timeframe less than the time determined necessary to

refresh, will have to train periodically, or an'>ther option will have to

be sought for filling the requirement.

The time required to refresh some skills may he too :ong to make

periodic refresher training feasible. The services now generally plan -

for two weeks of voluntary active duty per year for IRR members,

although federal law allows involuntary training for a period up to 30

days per year for all Ready Reservists in peacetime. Two weeks may be

an optimistic estimate of the time IRR members will voluntarily train

annually, but if we take this as a working hypothesis, then ary training

program must accomplish its goals in two weeks per year. If this period

is too brief for effective refresher training, other options should be

sought, including modifying mobilization plans to reduce the role of the

IRR .
.."-

J

The following rules are examples of the types of decisions and ...

rules the services might develop to decide how a partic-ular skill might

be maintained. In fact, many skills could be refreshed using a ". .,

combination of options.
%'%

* Do not refresh if: the time needed to refresh is near zero or

the skill is maintained above the minimum reqiired level for

periods longer than six years.

* Refresh periodically if: the time to refresh takes >oss than

two weeks.

* Refresh at mobilization if: the time neded for r-fresher

training is greater than two weeks, but less than the ,Mr nut ot

time available at mobilization.

% . %

2 Any modification of mobilization plans should, ho ,ver, .,i,s:Aer

whether even a poorly trained IRR force may be prfer,ible to the
alternatives--which include relying on untrained new r,-r its.

A

• %'
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skill deterioration and refreshing needs, (2) program costs, and (3) the

time IRR members will devote to refresher training. The following

sections discuss what is known about these information requirements,

starting with skill retention and IRR training needs.
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Military researchers adopt a definition of d fask as 6 wteer

i s call Ied a task in the SoId ie r s M1anua I 'Iwo~e AlI len inid

1982). For example, two tasks might be repla( Ing stidrters d

generators on a tank engine, and loading, f iring '1203l grer,ide ' -i iLrs N

Steps are ". .unitary, separable behaviors peitor-med as part of -i tdsii

with dist inct beginning and end po"ints, as ie:dIII t~l Si:r

Manual" (Rose et al ., 1982). For exaimple, tioe ':sk (,I orjii,~ ind

firing the M203 has ninep steps. start ing 6itth loar the, in.. e d

ending with "aim and fire."

As used in this stuldy , the term '',k iI I I eterTi itio Ise te t he

success ful recallI or re(ogi iit ion of a t is some .ime it t er ist

performing that task. In terms ot the 'Rk, till ~ 'rimary:l.i

whe the r membe rs can pe r form (ommoni s( IdI rrig~ tass tak ; 1 i

the ir part i clIa r riti I itary occ(upat I on, -it I sit 1 t c( rv. "\ i he

time of mobilIizat ion--i e. , whether thev haVe rt'ta lie) het I s4rI s at a%

levelI that alIlows immed iate p)lacement oil t he 1 vld . PTe :.lwht t hI S

l evelI is in terms of speed or acc(uracy of iletI ()rmari(,e i, iasI itnt :,tied

111 Sec. I II , a quest ion 6h ich the servi1ce-s iI have to idire(ss I)etore a

trainling program cani be c.hosen. For reiwlgthe I ite-riture , it is

s u f f1 i i ent. to rinot e t hat bot h aciadem i c- arnd m I I It a rv s t kid I Ps add ress t hie

conc.ept of sk ill reterit i on us ing a compa r isoin o f per f ormal(e be-vf ore ,

during, and after a period of conitrol led actLiv,-ity--the reotent Ion

interval . 'The measure of per formance varies fromn study to stuidy ind

task t o ta sk , bu t gene r allIy is basePd on some c.nh i a t I on o f speed,%

accutiracy , and niumbe r o f p)roceduralI s teps corI-rect Ily reca I lePd.

The nlumbe r o f m i I i t ary t asks and t he va riance i n sk il Ia monig

individuals make the development of prodict ive models of skill re~terit ion

paramount. Both the academic anid mni I itary researchi foc-us ont ways to

predict skill retent ion 4 ithout test irig each individual person for ealch

individual skill. Two approaches aire common: predict t on 1)y sk ill or

task character ist ics anid pred ict ion by ind iv idualI charac-teor is tics

I n generalI , the I i te ra ture i rid i cat es t hat , i n t he jbsvnc-e of

pract icc or othe r re in forcement , sk ill detefr io r-at es ove r t ime' at a riate

that is initially quite rapid. The rate of deteriorait ion then dec.reases

over the retention interval. Each skill is retained at a dif'ePrent

%'
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rate, as shown in Fig. 7 (Adams, 1967). In addition, each individual

may retain skills differently. In general it has been found that

individuals with greater initial learning, as indicated by a performance

test, remain above some minimum skill standard longer, but that the rate

of skill decay is about the same for all individuals (see Fig. 8).

TASK CHARACTERISTICS AND SKILL RETENTION

According to the literature, task characteristics can be used to

predict skill reteIjtion. Specification of these characteristics and

their associated retention curves would allow IRR trainers to identify

the types of tasks that IRR members retain and those that need

ret resh I rg,

In the early years of learning theory, academicians made

,list ;rict loris among a inumber of types of skills: motor, cognitive,

terhal, per(" ptual, etc. In more recent years, it has been acknowledged

that such Alassifications are often arbitrary arid incorrect. In fact,

most soldiering tasks involve motor skills, are verbally and cognitively

mrvniited, and frequently involve perceptual components (Fleishman,

182)

Academic and military studies have consistently found that

performance of tasks involving procedural skills deteriorate much more

rapidly than those employing continuous or control skills and that

procedure skills cannot be maintained without practice. Continuous

skills involve the repetition of a movement pattern with no discernible
r

beginning or end. Visual tracking of aircraft is a prime example.

Procedural tasks consist of a series of short discrete responses, which

typically have a distinct beginning and end. Examples are the loading

of missiles or donning of gas masks.

Hypotheses regarding the differences in retention of procedural and

continuous tasks include the notions that (a) the verbal-cognitive

nature of procedural tasks makes them easier to forget and (b) since it

is unclear what constitutes an individual trial in a continuous

response, there may be constant practice and, hence, overlearning

(Adams, 1967; Naylor and Briggs, 1961).

N N-
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Speed or the ability to perform a task in a given period of time

has been found to deteriorate rapidly. In a review of NASA spaceflight

skills, Gardlin and Sitterly (1972) found that the ability to perform j'*

motor tasks in a specified period of time tends to deteriorate more

rapidly than performance accuracy.

In addition to the Air Force studies, two Army studies investigated '-'

the relationship between task characteristics and retention. Shields,

Goldberg, and Dressel (1979) studied retention of soldiering skills
learned in basic training. Results indicated that for each task the U'-

percentage of soldiers who reached the minimum performance criterion

declined over a 12-month period. However, some tasks deteriorated more

rapidly than others. The best predictor of the rate of retention was

the number of steps involved in the task.

Interestingly, even after 12 months, most tasks were not completely

forgotten. Rather, soldiers performed many steps within each task, but

not in the correct order. Further analysis of steps performed

incorrectly or forgotten indicated that forgetting was not random.

Soldiers tended to forget steps that were not cued by the equipment or a

prior step, and they tended to forget safety steps.

A study by Osborn, Campbell, and Harris (1979) confirmed the non-

random nature of forgotten steps. These researchers tested 89 armor

crewmen for retention of crew-position tasks four to eight weeks after

initial training. Task steps most likely to be forgotten were (a) steps -

at the beginning and end of a task and (b) steps related to safety.

In summary, while the literature indicates that skill retention for

all tasks deteriorates, the rate of retention differs by task

characteristics. Tasks with performance that deteriorates rapidly tend

to be procedural, involve a number of steps, have no performance cues,

and have time requirements. Tasks with performance that deteriorates

more slowly are continuous tasks with cues or an obvious internal logic.

:.4'1

"U::
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SKILL RETENTION

Individual differences have been examined as a possible predictor

of skill retention. Research has found individual characteristics such

as race, sex, and IQ to predict performance on a variety of cognitive

and general ability tests. However, these variables have not been found

to be good predictors of skill retention.

Vineberg (1975) examined the relationship between general ability, I

as measured by Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) scores (categories

II, III, and IV) and performance on 13 basic training tasks after a six

week retention interval. Results indicated that the higher the AFQT -A

categories, the better the performance at the end of basic training.

However, after six weeks all three categories evidenced significant

skill loss, and the loss occurred at approximately the same rate. This

supports the basic concepts presented in Fig. 7.

Military experiments examined the relationship between prior

experience and performance on repair skill tests (Spider, Harper, and

Hays, 1985). In this study, intermediate (but not the highest) levels

of experience and practice predicted higher performance, which in turn

predicted higher retention levels.

Baldwin, Cliborn, and Foshett (1976) suggest that ability and

training may interact to affect task performance. They find that post-

training performance levels may differ for groups depending on the type

of training employed. 7'.

In summary, research results indicate that the higher the level of

skill proficiency at the end of training, the greater the retention.

Thus, the best predictor of individual retention is the final

performance level after training. 5

REFRESHER TRAINING NEEDS

A few studies focused attention on refresher training for personnel S

on continuing active duty. A number of studies conducted for Air Force

actives concluded that the ime needed to refresh is less than the time

needed for original training (Prophet, 1976). This finding is

buttressed by Shields et al., who found that even with skill loss

following a no-practice interval, residual skills remain.

5*A
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Except for a few studies such as the above, both academic and

military research has largely ignored refresher training. We found no

empirical studies that linked task characteristics or individual

characteristics to refresher training needs or time. Some studies did

briefly discuss refresher training options, which in general follow

those for original training.

REFRESHER TRAINING METHODS

The training method which produces the highest original performance

will produce the best retention over time. Since future IRR training

may be intermittent, it is useful to examine the original training

methods most associated with later high skill retention. ..

A characteristic frequently cited in the literature as related to

high retention is overlearning, rather than learning to proficiency

(i.e., one error-free trial completed within the prescribed time limit).

Hagman (1980a), Goldberg, Drillings, and Dressel (1981), and Schendel

and Hagman (1982) report that repetition or overlearning improves

retention.

Quite a few Air Force, Army, and academic studies have examined the

relative effects of massed vs. spaced practice (Schendel, Shields, and

Kitz, 1978; Rose, McLaughlin, Felker, and Hagman, 1981). Findings

indicate that spaced practice enhances skill acquisition and thereby

leads to longer retention and reduced errors on subsequent tests.

In addition, Rose et al. (1981) found that tasks that were

supported by job aids were retained longer. Job aids are written

materials that are used in the normal performance of the job. For

instance, mechanics normally use written handbooks in the diagnosis and

repair of engine problems.
In summary, training of the IRR should focus on methods that

produce the highest retention; these methods include mastery rather than

proficiency training, spaced rather than massed trials, and the use of

job aids where applicable.

A1
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APPLICATION TO THE IRR

Even though the conclusions drawn from the literature are well

supported, certain variables imbedded in the military experiments make

application of the findings to members of the IRR tentative.

Because members of the IRR will use their skills only in

wartime, it is most important to determine members' skill

retention on wartime tasks. Although some studies did focus

mainly on wartime tasks, in many others the nature of the tasks

was unclear or they were simply not applicable to the IRR

enlisted population.

The average IRR member will remain in the military from four to

six years under the new military service obligation. Skills

will have to be retained over this length of time. The

academic and military literature, however, has used retention

intervals of much shorter duration (see Table 2), most using

retention intervals of less than six months.
Vr
The research reviewed showed that the experience level of a

test subject affects retention. The experience level of the

subjects in the military experiments reviewed was usually not

explicit. In two it was less than six months (see Table 2).

The experience level of the average IRR member is expected to

be higher--varying between three and four years on active

military duty. This duty should reinforce learned skills to

the point where they become automatic. Thus, we would expect

the average IRR member's skill retention to vary significantly

from some of the studies reviewed.

The research indicates that the experience of the test subject

during the retention interval will affect skill retention.

Some experiences will reinforce skills; some will interfere

with them. The military experiments reviewed did not control

well for this variable. In many studies, the retention

interval experience was not recorded, was uncontrolled, or the

subject had regular active duty during the interval. In

contrast, we expect IRR members to have civilian jobs and few

military experiences.

6 t'6L 0a p Cg e ze : t C*-t,7kC"7
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IRR-SPECIFIC RESEARCH .°,

We found no published empirical studpes oI I : etent :oi o:r
training in our review The services have. ,ht.e~er. %%gun several

programs. The Army began a new. IRR trainin1Tg ;r".gram .n " )1. i, an".

experimental basis, the Army brought .n several groups ,f .ippz,1xmately N

153 IRR members each for basic skill retro-shher 1ourses The pjogram lid

not provide valid s.ient ific ev:dence ef 't R tkl I rekte.: :on, but 1'd

provide some qualitative insights A( il,:ng t,,i t te, - i t 1.-r.;rts

and Army personnel managers, thv 'RR group;s st .11 el 'oi- g,:O 1, ant

dec.lines in skill retention 6her; :,iit tIy lv t ed After t o- ,ek

spec al ly -I s igne d program the groups had ger; e r , 1 1rfs~le
'
i ".hei r

skills Although not specitf ,al y measiired , it .:,ris ,.re, 11it 'ost

of the members were able t,) re fresh thei s , i. ss .rialI two e

weeks- -manly I ithin'1 .1 fe . days.

In 1986, as part of the muster ;, r'gram. tne Army 1 -,gVa testirg IR-

members to gather sk, I : retert ion dat a tat 6 1 ate r he ii,. i : te y i and

used to deve op an v ff ect ve ret reshe r ; r f nram 'he t-sts are

administered on a sample basis. In i4t), the Airmy tested ippuox:mately "

4,300 IRR members on common tasks In I9M", the Army will test IRR

members in nine MOS codes ;dent if ied is ess,ert i,31 id hivir.g sign;ifr.cant

shortfalls In manpoWer needed for mobil Ziat ion yv Ap ril 1)87 over

4.O , 000 IRR members w it h these pr i mary '1(S odes had theen te sted i sng ""

w r itten Standard Qua I if icat ion tests The :it I gtthered f rom these %

extensive tests will be used to systemat ally detorrriin ,ki Il r,trit :on

in the IRR.

The Navy has begun a survey of the ikk in ertain s:Il, areas. A

self-administered evaluation .)f skill ret,,-!tioni, the si\.k the

objectivity needed to truly measure skill rtenition.

The 'larine Corps is df \,elop mug mode: for skill ret*tiit :ou 1d.

training rieeds. tnilike the other work re\ ,,,., here, the. model rrnl"

connects reternt ioTn to ref resher t rl Il g opt : ss. lThis ,- , rest '-h ss in

the begirining stages arid t1ri) mpir ,_al te-sts fiv e ,eer,, pe'rt :med. %

Aftf i Act ion Reports for iRR ,x,,r ;ses at 'imp .tt,.rt, ,y t. rd,
Ft. Lewis, and Ft. Knox were provk ded .' h% ,: t (f th,, : Army
Rese rve Tranriirig Branch.

S.

1 '- . .- - .. .. . ... , . --. .. .. - .,..* .. . .. . .,...-* * -*-
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The Air Force has developed, and uses in its mobilization planning

process, skill degradation factors that indicate, for each Air Force

Specialty Code, the period since separation from active duty during
I

which an officer or enlisted person could perform in the specialty. The

factors range from six months (for pilots, navigators) to 10 years

(personnel managers). Most maintenance occupations have degradation

factors of 2-5 years. These factors, however, are based on the judgment

of trainers and personnel managers rather than on empirical research.

The Air Force has requested that the Human Resources Laboratory develop

revised estimates of skill degradation factors based on empirical

research, but no results are expected in the near future.

None of the above research projects has published findings. The

research completed to date has been done on a very tentative basis as a

way of surveying the problems involved in IRR skill retention and

training.

SUMMARY AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

In general, the literature indicates that, in the absence of

practice or other reinforcement, skill retention deteriorates over time.

Moreover, skill deterioration initially occurs quite rapidly, with the

rate of retention decreasing over the retention interval, as shown in

Fig. 6 (Adams, 1968). Individual skills are retained at different rates

and retention follows a slightly different curve. In addition, each

individual may retain skills differently. In general, it has been found

that individuals with greater initial learning, as indicated on a

performance test, retain skills longer, but the rate of decay for all

individuals is about the same (see Fig. 7).

Relearning or refreshing skills has been shown to take

significantly less time than did Lhe original learning; however, few
.5.1

studies have attempted to quantify relearning needs or time.

In summary, although the research reviewed provides a rich

background on skill retention, it does not provide the specific

information needed to determine an IRR training program. It may

nonetheless inform decisions on IRR training if additional consideration

is given to the special circumstances of the IRR, in particular the
U

o

q,

o 4
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41.

lengthy period since pre iou4s mi lit -ir' tr :i irx (,t .xper itt, e, and the

possibility of %_rI t I I t s ,tee i~ I t1411 1 fId 'T.I 1 it 41 r t~ el I 4es ~or
the s,-Me o(AUpdt iotid t ask

4.

Reseairch )i the IR h tv.ded t ; idli ,'. the s, 1' .0-S m:ght I."C I ide

the following steps

-.

* the serk popli ',tu1l i'et .. i h svI Ir k.. 1d t, ho, "e ea

tasI.,ks S bt ~ " h" ( e A ., I I] d l'~ti ., : 4 . -' : ' !1 6 1 t _-m 0 t I " s

Shou, A be I I I .ed "I' , I , ,; , ' ,,,. ; . . n.d ! r :.m

sk 11 a reoa s a,1 r v.dy. '

" S ta rd a rd pv r r)rm-irice t (-"sts th t i r+ i, ,. i i'+) t; t e k 1,;t h 110

'I'm

1ski 1 s a it ha . The not l i d: ) i , : ,ed i, : " t 1 e

pe r fotrmanic e s t -i i i ,-ir ~d is o[ss|'iat -1 1 !, M tI I :. t1 ! to , :i es . .
reported pr.v l ous y I .omm,inde;r vigitint o It 2pf. I , al e evel"

w'as the cr it er i on , mak 1 ng jpvrf ,rm-n( v, , o)mpa r solii t vii uous

(The tests currently be ing admi iis te.-red by thti A rmy' i T it s

musters may meet the o bIevc t i itty c r it r ion r

" Retention testing of a rajndom sample of I Rk members .,hou ld be

instituted. The test ing would occur uponi trasfer from Ict ve

duty, after every training experivn(,_,, and during yearly

musters. These dt a Wou ped form thtt 1 1 e ae e d on no rma

skill retention ithin the IRR. The t s t ing . ouI d be t ask

specific, identifying those tasks that art, parti(.ul irly i

difficult to retain. ,
I n addition to ski 1h retention meas u res, tle 1RR sa p le ilId

be surveyed on retention i terva expe r i ence s ic t indge

civiian emp oymen t , yea r s of sevrvice on apceie i ee dtI 1

since transfer from active duty, and time since last training.-.

At a misimum the survey should examine ethe Ahe individu 's'

civilian experience reinforced h]is military skills. Results of 5
retention tests gould be stratified according to these odb

variables. Performance tests ould yield both group and

individual scores, which could be compared to performance

z.4

W *F0 n a t to skil e t ior m res t

be su %ydo eetiniuev Ieprieie i i g
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levels at the end of training and at active duty separation.

These comparisons would generate the task retention data.

Building on information about skills/tasks developed from the

research suggested above, planners should develop refresher programs in

accordance with four major parameters of training, as noted in the above

discussion of the decision framework relevant to IRR training options:

" Frequency of training. How frequently should training be

conducted to maintain a minimum performance standard?

* Duration of training. What length of time is necessary to

refresh skills forgotten? One day, two weeks, longer?

" Type of training. Given the skill to be refreshed, what type

of training is appropriate? Options include correspondence

courses, pen and paper exercises, physical exercises, lectures,

computer-assisted instruction, field training, unit training,

or combinations of the above.

" Location of training. Given the skill to be refreshed, what is

the most appropriate location? Unlike other military

personnel, IRR members are dispersed geographically and not

easily brought together for training. Options include the

individual's home, local educational facilities, mobilization

and recruiting stations, local military units, and centralized

training facilities.

The reasoning linking skill retention information and parameters of

a training program might take the following form: Procedural tasks are

learned rapidly and decay rapidly. Decay and relearning are functions

of task complexity and the number of discrete steps involved in a task.

The literature indicates that 12 months af'er training, more than half

the Army trainees can correctly perform tasks with fewer than nine

steps. However, fewer than 10 percent can perform tasks with 15 steps.

Given the 4-6 year no-training interval for most IRR members, complex

tasks with 10 or more steps may need to be refreshed intermittenit ly. at

least every six months. In contrast, continuous tasks, such as a ircraft

tracking, take a long period to learn and deteriorate slowly. Ta ,sks
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,.,,.,,

such as these might best be refreshed during an intensive period at

mobilization. 4'

Procedural tasks like providing cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)

decay rapidly. They also have beginning and ending steps which are

frequently forgotten. CPR could be refreshed by mailed written

materials, followed by practice sessions at a common meeting place.

Similarly, since safety steps are frequently forgotten, refresher

training for combat tasks like loading and firing an M60 machine gun or

M203 grenade launcher could be preceded by correspondence courses to

refresh the IRR member's memory about task steps and their specific

order.

In other words, many options exist for refresher training other

than the two weeks of active duty training now being used by the Army. ,.

Research to date does not specify the proper refresher training program

for any given skill. This can be remedied by using limited experiments,

designed to associate knowledge of task retention with the training

parameters defined above. Random samples of the IRR, who have complete

baseline data on retention variables, should be given varying refresher

programs. Each individual should be tested for relearning at controlled

times durin; the experiment. Results would be stratified by the ,.

training parameters and analyzed for the best relearning results.

In addition to collecting test information, cost data on each

program would be collected, as discussed further in the next section.

Cost and relearning results must both be analyzed if a cost effective

program for refresher training is to emerge.

• x W%
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V. COSTS OF REFRESHER TRAINING

Different forms of refresher training--correspondence courses,

classroom instruction, weekend drills--have varying costs.

Unfortunately, current cost information for training IRR enlisted

personnel is uneven and incomplete.' For a few types of refresher

training, where procedures are well established and experience

relatively great, cost figures are either available or readily

estimated. Most types of training, however, are either untried (in an

IRR context) or have been tested only in trial programs. Even the costs

of trial programs are incomplete and collected piecemeal by several

separate organizations, with no cost totals computed or analyzed. This %

is not to say that cost information for programming is not available; it

is. Each of the services gathers sufficient information to program .,%

gross IRR training costs. This section, however, addresses the detailed . .

cost information necessary to make subtle choices among training

options.

The following paragraphs identify appropriate cost categories and

procedures for determining the costs of IRR training. We then identify

known costs for alternative training options and provide an example of

approximate costs for single specialty. We conclude with a discussion

of the data collection needed to improve cost estimates.

THE COSTING PROCESS: SOME GENERAL GUID.LINES

As with any activity, costs for IRR refresher training will depend

on choices as to how to implement that training. If minimal acceptable

proficiency can be maintained by simply cycling IRR members through

existing training regimens (either active duty courses or SR exercises),

costs will be lower than if special programs are developed and

'The costs of training act i'e duty personrnel Ire better known,
being collected and reported by each of the serv-ices in a var iety of %
ways ranging from total budgetary cost to aver ,ge Los' per t rai nee
Even these costs, however, are somet imeo, Omipcted or used
inappropr iately.

%>%-16 _.X
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V
implemented for the IRR. We anticipate that an IRR program targeted at V

tasks needed most upon mobilization (i.e., wartime tasks), implemented

at the scale needed to train enough IRR members to meet mobilization

goals, and of such brevity as to be reasonable for IRR members with

employment and family commitments, will likely require specially

2V
designed courses used exclusively by the IRR. Much of the discussion

of specific cost data below focuses on such special courses. Regardless

of whether special courses are developed, however, or IRR training is

piggybacked onto existing training programs, some general guidelines

indicating how to appropriately determine the costs of training can be

identified.

What to Include

To estimate the costs of different training options, the first

requirement is a comprehensive list of the activities that will be NO

involved in the training program. At a minimum, estimates useful in

comparing different forms of training should include: e

The cost of centralized management and monitoring of training

activities for IRR members.

The cost of developing and validating the program of

instruction (POI), course curriculum, etc.

For other than correspondence courses, the increase in base

support costs at the installation where training occurs.

* The cost of planning and coordinating for the influx of IRR

members at the training installation (e.g., arranging

transportation, base housing).

* The cost of instructor time and nondurable course materials.

* The cost of maintenance and depreciation of durable equipment.

* The cost of travel, pay, and per diem of trainees.

2An exception may be Army Training Extension Courses

(TECs)--slide-sound presentations on selected tasks that have been
developed to refresh the individual skills of active duty enlisted
personnel while they are on duty with their units.

, --- Z-r.- -NN %. , "
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How to Record Costs

Cost data will be most useful to estimate the total cost of

training of different types, intensities, and scale if certain types of

costs are distinguished from one another.

Costs that are invariant to training method. Some costs inherent 'p

in monitoring and managing an IRR training program vary with the scale

of training but not with the type of training. Any systematic attempt

at training will require some means of keeping track of reservists--

their attributes, past training, and current status. Also necessary

will be counseling or guidance services of some kind, to provide

information for reservists and to answer their questions. Although .i

details of this management system (which presumably would be located at "'r..

the reserve personnel headquarters for each service) will depend on the Af

type of training envisioned, the basic requirements of the system will

not.

The total cost of these functions may well vary with the number of

IRR members who are eligible for training or who are intensively

managed, but it will probably matter little whether the training takes

the form of two weeks of counterpart training or one day of computer-

assisted instruction at the nearest training installation. Management

costs thus are important to the decision concerning the frequency and

scope of refresher training, but will have little effect on decisions "

regarding the duration or form of that training.

Costs that vary with training method, but are invariant to training

load. Costs associated with developing a course of training depend

crucially on the type of training, but do not vary with the number of

IRR personnel put through the course. That is, the cost of developing a

POI for a two-week field training course to refresh skill level I tasks

for infantry will be quite different from the cost of producing a

55-minute slide-sound presentation for refreshing first-aid skills, but

the cost will not change whether 5 or 5,000 reserve personnel take the

training. Thus, total development costs for the course of instruction

will not depend on student load, although per trainee costs certainly

will--as the development costs are spread out over more enrollees, the

per student cost will drop. For training cost estimates it is usually
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easiest to compute these fixed costs separately from costs whose level

increases with training load.

Method-specific costs that vary with the training load. Probably

the largest category of costs will be those that will vary with both the

type of training and the training load. By "type of training," we mean

location and duration as well as the form of instruction (conventional

classroom instruction, unit training). This category of costs includes

ammunition, instructors' pay, trainee travel, and so forth. It also

includes those portions of total "overhead" costs that increase as the

student load increases--base support costs, maintenance costs for any .4

equipment used, and other.

Average cost per person for these activities may increase,

decrease, or stay the same with increases in the number of reservists

trained. For example, pay and allowances per trainee will stay

approximately constant no matter how many there are. In contrast, for

activities such as in- and out-processing, on-site preparation and ..

planning for training, economies of scale are likely--it costs more to

in-process 100 IRR personnel than it does to in-process 10, but not 10

times as much. For these kinds of costs--where efficiency increases

with the training load--per-person cost estimates based on one training

load (e.g., from a trial training exercise) should not be used to cost a

training program of the same type but a larger (or smaller) scale.

Unfortunately, many costs of this type currently are reported as average

costs per student. Costs reported in this form are not useful for

predicting the costs of alternative training loads without further

information as to whether average costs will rise or fall at different V

loads.

Method-specific training costs may vary with the duration of

training as well as with the student load. A four-day field refresher

course will cost less than a two-week one; a single correspondence ?

course lesson will cost less than a series of lessons. As with the

relation between costs and training load, the cost increases may either I

be proportional to the increase in length or the per-day cost may fall

as the duration of the course increases. And as in the previous case,

per-day cost estimates may not be accurate indicators of the per-day

costs of similar courses conducted at greater (or lesser) length.
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Costing for Policy Decisions: Incremental Costs and the Allocation of

Joint Costs

Some costs do not change with choice of training type and duration.

In policy decisions about type and duration, these costs are in a very

real sense irrelevant, because no such choice will affect them. The r

costs that should be considered are the incremental costs of training--

i.e., the costs that increase if training of that type is done more ..- *

often, or for longer periods, or at higher training loads.

The incremental cost approach becomes important for joint costs--

the costs of activities that contribute simultaneously to several

different goals. In the case of IRR training, there are at least two

major cost elements that fall in this category. First is the cost of

instructors and support people when the training is provided by . '.

personnel whose cost would be incurred by the military regardless of the

IRR. For example, IRR training may be provided by Selected Reserve

training units as part of their two weeks of annual training (or,

potentially, as part of their weekend drills). Or IRR members may -

participate in ongoing classroom instruction provided for the active

forces but operating at less than full capacity. The training personnel

then contribute simultaneously to more than one objective--training both

the SR and the IRR on annual training tours, and training both active

and IRR soldiers when ongoing active duty courses are "topped up" with

IRR personnel. The choice of how much, if any, of the budgetary costs

of the instructors to attribute to the IRR is arbitrary in this

situation (as with any apportionment of joint costs among multiple

products). For purposes of policy decisions, however, the appropriate

allocapion is more clear-cut: If IRR training increases costs to the

unit providing the training, then the increase should be included in any

estimate of full costs of training the IRR. If the training unit's

costs are not increased, they should not be considered as part of IRR

training costs. -

If using SR or active military personnel for training the IRR

replaces some other activity, the situation becomes more complex. For

example, if SR combat units are used, the costs of replacing those SR

units in other activities, and the experience/training forgone by the SR

"' _,,' . V.. , , " ,", % % % * ,%.- %., , , - ,.. .. '- . .-..... ... .
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as a result of missing those other activities, need to be considered as

part of the full cost of training IRR personnel.

A second element that may be a joint cost is the cost of developing p

the curriculum or POI needed for a particular training option. For some .0

types of training, such as slide presentations and formal school

courses, the IRR can use "as is" a course developed and tested for use

by the active forces. Thus there are no incremental costs for course

development attributable to the IRR. More often, a course will be

available, but will need modifying before being used by the IRR.

With the possible exception of the Army's TEC courses, which are

designed for enlistees who have completed formal training and have some

experience, it is likely that courses designed for active duty personnel

will benefit from some pruning, either to eliminate non-critical tasks

or to minimize introductory material not needed by reservists with

active duty experience. Of course, the costs of modifying a course of
instruction originally designed for another component of the service, as

well as periodic update costs for either modified or custom-designed

courses, are incremental costs incurred because of IRR training and

should be included in estimates of the full costs of IRR training

options.

A Caveat on Cost Comparisons

An obvious but sometimes overlooked point should be noted before we

proceed to actual cost estimates: costs for different types and lengths

of training, no matter how carefully calculated, cannot be considered in

isolation. Training regimens that are costlier, because custom-

designed, may be more productive because they focus on specific skills

identified as critical to readiness, or subject to rapid decay. Also,

longer--and therefore more costly--courses will enable training to a

higher level. Thus, options with different costs may result in

different outcomes, making strict comparison of cost effectiveness of

the training alternatives difficult. Prudent management of IRR training

requires choosing the least-cost training option to reach a

predetermined level of achievement. The options whose costs are

discussed below are appropriate for training different kinds of skills,

to different proficiency levels. Any decision on the mix of training

%~5
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options to use, thus, will necessarily be a choice based on cost

relative to outcome.

CURRENT COST ESTIMATES

Costing of refresher training options for the IRR is at a stage %

best described as embryonic. For types of training that would be unique

to the IRR,3 the available numbers derive from a small number of

sources: (1) the four two-week trial courses for IRR undertaken by the

Army in FY 83 and 84 (at Fort Ord, Fort Lewis, Camp Atterbury, and Fort

Knox); (2) the counterpart training program that has traditionally been

the largest source of IRR training, but is not well targeted at critical

skills; or (3) cost estimates for the few activities that are part of

one or another training options (pay and allowances for trainees based

on pay grades and pay tables, uniform costs based on prices of new and

used uniforms).

All current cost estimates are incomplete because not all N

activities related to training are included. In addition, when cost

figures are available, they are widel!7 scattered, collected by different

commands under different guidelines. For example, a full costing of the

Army's IRR trial refresher programs for infantry and armor would need to

gather cost data from:

" The Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), which bears the

costs of the development of the POls used in the exercise.

* The Army Reserve Personnel Center (ARPERCEN), which bears the

costs of selecting and notifying the IRR members who are to

participate, and the costs of travel and pay (including per

diem) of the participants.

* The Selected Reserve training division conducting the exercise,

which absorbs the costs of planning, coordinating, and

conducting the on-post activities for the training period.

2Costs for courses given to active duty personnel, which may also
be considered for IRR personnel, are better known and based on long
experience.

'A
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The training post, to the extent the facility provides general

support (food service, military police, transportation) to the 
O

IRR and trainers.

The active duty unit that provides ammunition.

For types of refresher training other than the trial programs used

so far, different types of cor-t data are relevant. Table 3 reports the

current status of cost information for training options for the Army's

IRR. For each training option, the cost element is judged as to whether

it is (a) known (even if it is in an inconvenient form or is difficult

to locate), (b) not known, but relatively easily constructed or

estimated from known data on required inputs and their prices, or (c)

not known and not easily constructed or estimated. Table 4 presents

similar information for refresher training options in the Marine Corps.

Costs that are not specific to training method--most notably costs

of IRR personnel management conducted at the Reserve Personnel Centers

in each service--do not appear in Tables 3 and 4. Little is known about

the magnitude of these costs; they fall under the category "not known

and not easily estimated."

In addition to the outright unknowns, some cost elements in Table 3

are of questionable accuracy. The elements that apply to unit field
training in the Army derive from one-time trials of refresher training

courses. Although useful in the absence of other information on the 4

costs of unit training for the IRR, these numbers fail to distinguish

between activities where the per-trainee costs remained constant as the '1

programs were expanded and where they fell, so they are not suitable for

estimating costs for larger scale training programs. In addition, trial

programs may well have higher costs than an ongoing operation because

experience will reveal more efficient ways of doing things.

More generally, some costs that appear in Table 3 as "known" are

being reported inappropriately. Costs are usually reported as average

cost per trainee per day. When some costs (e.g., travel costs,

in-processing costs) stay the same regardless of the duration of

training, and others (e.g., planning costs) stay the same regardless of

number of trainees, average cost figures are not as helpful. Total cost
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figures are needed as well as information on how rapidly costs will NO

change with changes in training load or duration. Although some

elements are useful in per-trainee, per-day terms (pay and per diem, for % P

example), the accounting framework currently used, which reports all

costs this way, needs revision. .

To give an idea of the order of magnitude of the costs of different

Lraining options, and to illustrate one useful format for reporting

costs, we have developed some v'ery rough efst imates of the costs of

training Army enlisted IRR personnel in '10S 118: infantry. The costs .

for specified lengths arid forms of training appear in 'Fable 5. Infantry

was chosen for this example because far more is known about costs for

refresher training in this occupat i ona I spc j a I ty than n ot hers. Even

so, the costs in the table are rudim,.ntarv, and should be cons idered

illustrative anly--they give an iridi(cation of order of magiiitude, and of ".

a t.ay ii hith cost f 1gurvs can useful y b e -ported Costs for Which

we coil 1d f i rid no init;rmat ion are i rd I cate.d ,it h An ast.risk.
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figures can be scaled up or down to provide valid cost estimates for

alternative class sizes. These figures can thus be appropriately

reported on a per-trainee basis, as in Table 5.

The cost elements shown in the third panel of the table are

reported in terms of total cost for a specified number of trainees--

in this case, 1,000 infantry trainees. These are costs that increase

with training load, but increase less than proportionately over some A

relevant range. Thus, 1,000 trainees will not cost twice as much to

prepare for, and process, as 500 trainees, so reporting costs as "costs e

per trainee" can be misleading.

Included in the decreasing costs panel of Table 5 is the pay of

instructors and support personnel. We arbitrarily assume that there

will be no additional costs to the military for instructors, because we

assume they will be provided by Selected Reserve training units on

annual training. These personnel will be paid whether the two weeks are

spent in training IRR members or on some other mission, and we assume

that the process of training the IRR contributes at least as much to SR

readiness as any alternative use of their annual training time.

The bottom panel of Table 5 combines the costs of the previous

three panels, all calculated in terms of total costs for 1,000 trainees.

Of course, costs will be different not only for different forms of

training, but also for training in different specialities. Course

development and equipment costs will be especially variable across

occupations. Nonetheless, the figures in Table 5 are useful because

they indicate the extent to which costs will be misestimated if the only

costs considered are those that currently appear as IRR costs in the

Army budget. Those budget figures include little other than trainee pay

and travel expenses. Although a significant portion of total costs,

they may provide a misleading indication of how the total costs of

training options compare with one another. This will be especially true

if instructor time is included in the cost totals (which it is not in

Table 5).

V.-5.,
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REQUIREMENTS FOR FURTHER DATA COLLECTION

Informed decisions among training options for the IRR require cost

estimates for all the cells in Tables 3 and 4. It is unlikely that

exact computations can be performed, but rough estimates should be

possible. Some cost elements now available need to be recast in a form

more useful for cost projections. Specifically, cost numbers that are

reported as average cost per trainee per day, the predominant form now

used, should be reconfigured to separate costs that are fixed regardless ,.

of length of training (e.g., travel costs for trainees) from costs that 'F

change with training load (most types of planning and processing costs).

Thus, costs for each category listed in Tables 3 and 4 should be divided

into: (1) fixed costs, invariant to training duration or load, reported

as a total, not averaged out over an arbitrary number of enrollees and

days; and (2) incremental costs, which should be reported as costs per

additional person or day of training. This reporting procedure would • .

not increase the amount of data to be collected--the same component

parts must be collected to compute cost per trainee per day. But it

would allow planners to adjust the cost figures appropriately for

alternative possible training loads and course lengths, which cannot be ."'

done with the costs as they are reported today.

In addition to changes to reporting, IRR management would benefit

greatly from data on currently unknown costs, and the validation of cost

data now based solely on a handful of trial training exercises.

Probably the first priority in this area is to collect data on the costs

of instructor time (where instruction cannot be done by SR units as part

of their training) and the costs of plarining the ,'xrc isvs and

processing the trainees who attend them. For any I rge s(al, refreshr -..

training program, these will be recurring, reasonably I argv (.osts not

now known.

Cost est imates for a var iety of t r, i ng opt I(m1 ajre , i is.edd.

The (current Army (.hoi ce--twf-eek ref rsh rj t r- i IIg HI tIe t leld I ()?r a

group of 100-'00 I R me.mbrs- -may be , st-ef e t ive , (,r t rnv ri t It .- .%

is diffi(.ult to 3i ige iit tiv ,ts ( o of o t in u itevs fit I ltti , 'it IVV

type's of i list rtl(n t Ion.
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For any type of training, cost estimates at this stage will be

somewhat speculative. Costs will vary with the details of the program

of instruction, which may not be well developed for all specialties.

With some additional data collection effort, however, it should be

possible to roughly estimate the major costs for the important career

fields and for the most promising training options. Such information is

essential for informed selection among refresher training options for

IRR personnel.
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Vl. A COMMENT ON THE COMMITMENT OF IRR VOLUNTEERS

In addition to cost, a major issue in the formulation of an IRR %

refresher training program is whether IRR members will show up for

refresher training, for how long, and how frequently. As with costs,

little concrete information exists.

By law the services may require training by any Ready Reservist for

up to 30 days per year. But current policy is to rely on voluntary

training, probably for no more than two weeks per year.

The Army, Marine Corps, and Navy provide training opportunities for

their IRR on a voluntary basis. The Air Force does not. In FY1985, S..

.e

less than 5 percent of the enlisted IRR showed up for training (this J.

does not count Individual Mobilization Augmentees participation). Some

individuals may have been counted twice, so 5 percent is actually an %.
S...

overestimate of participation. This participation rate is an increase

compared to years past.

Many factors might contribute to low participation rates.

The services base their IRR budget allocations on incremental

increases in past funding. The budgets have never reflected

the demand by IRR members for training opportunities. The

services contact individuals to participate in training until

the budgeted funds give out. This is not to say that a great

pent-up demand for training exists, but with increased funds

more IRR could be contacted and more might train. The Army

estimates that even its current IRR training program is

underfunded. S"

Better methods of informing the IRR members of training

opportunities may improve participation. Although the services

brief each IRR member on his or her IRR duties at transfer from

active duty, the services indicate that many remain unaware of

their eight-year military service obligatioa or of training

opportunities. Pamphlets, magazine articles, and the like are

used in mass mailings to contact the llR about training

5'.% 5 4 .*-*- = • - , a.. . . . . . . .. , . . . - . . . S a. a ' a 4 . . a a * a' ' . % S%
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programs. IRR managers at the personnel centers indicate that

personal telephone calls produce the greatest number of

volunteers, yet the services are not able to contact each IRR

member because of lack of manpower.

* The limited training opportunities now offered may not interest

the IRR member. Research on Selected Reservists indicates that

unsatisfactory training content is a major consideration for

those who quit (National Guard Bureau, 1977). Similar research %

has not been done for the IRR.

* In recent IRR trial training programs, the Army has constructed

a standard package of two weeks of active duty; some planning

documents imply annual active-duty periods of such length for

the duration of the enlistee's IRR membership. This length of

annual training may be too long for IRR members who are

employed or who have strong family commitments.

" Employer attitude toward reservists' absences may discourage

IRR members from attendance.

* Reimbursement for training may not be high enough to encourage

IRR members to take time away from other employment activities

and family.

Discussions with IRR managers at service personnel centers indicate

little is known about IRR willingness to train. Without further

information on what keeps the IRR from training now, a practical

training program cannot be implemented. Solutions to these problems may

include increased funding, better methods of contact, more diverse

training options, employer awareness programs, and higher reimbursement

rates. It may be that nothing short of compulsory attendance will

generate the desired participation rates. Choice among possible

solutions rests on a specific diagnosis of the causes of low

participation. Thus, we recommend surveys of a sample of IRR personnel,

both those who do and those who do not train, to determine the factors

that affect their participation. Employer surveys or promotion
campaigns may also be necessary. N

70
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A secondary issue, not addressed here, is the effect of increased

or decreased training opportunities on the retention of those few IRR

members who choose to reenlist in the IRR after their mandatory service

length. A
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions and recommendations are given at the end of each

section of this Note. We summarize them here, but suggest that the

reader refer to each section for more specific information, especially

regarding proposed research agendas.

Whether to refresher train an enlisted IRR member must be decided

in the context of the need for the member's skills at mobilization, and

tradeoffs between costs incurred before mobilization versus time and

effectiveness gained at mobilization. We found the services'

perceptions of the nature and scope of these tradeoffs to be unclear,

primarily because little attention has been focused on the IRR. The

services are only now developing decision frameworks that will enable

them to make the necessary tradeoffs.

We recommend that decision frameworks for IRR training take into

account the usefulness of other mobilization assets, the time and -. -

resources available at mobilization for IRR training, the skills that

are critical to mobilization, and cost concerns. This decision

framework must be supported by further information on skill retention in

the IRR, training needs of the IRR, costs of refresher training, and the

willingness of the IRR to train. Currently, the services have little

information in any of these areas.

Although information on the general retention of military skills

does exist, the skill retention of the IRR population has not been

measured. This can be remedied by performing controlled experiments and

surveys that can be implemented during required musters or during

voluntary training sessions. Likely predictors that should be measured

for a sample of participants are task characteristics, performance after

the last training session, and intervening civilian experiences.

Individual characteristics such as IQ, age, sex, race are much less

likely to produce the predictors needed. In addition, routine

performance testing of all members at transfer into the IRR and after

refresher training sessions should be implemented.

°• %
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The literature we reviewed was uniformly lacking on refresher -!

training needs and options. Thus, the above experiments should turn

considerable attention to producing information on this area. The

literature review indicated that a refresher program could and should

offer a diverse spectrum of training packages that include mailed C-'.

written materials, correspondence courses, individual training,

classroom work, and unit field training.

The costs of IRP training remain unknown at this point. Data are

only now being collected from experiments in the Army, albeit often in a

disjointed and incomplete fashion. The usefulness of the cost data

depends on their accuracy, inclusiveness, and reporting format. To make - -

valid comparisons between training options requires that the costs be ""-

differentiated, as proposed in Sec. V, between per-trainee costs that

change little with the scale of the training, ani those that vary

significantly. .° '

Finally, woefully little information exists on the willingness of

IRR members to train at all, much less for several weeks. Again, the

required annual musters offer an excellent opportunity to develop this

information through a survey instrument. Important parameters include

effectiveness of varying types of contact, importance of training

content, effect of employer's attitude, reimbursement, family concerns,

and increased service manpower.

It is clear that the issues surrounding IRR training cannot now be

settled in a satisfactory manner. The information simply does not exist

for informed decisions. We think, however, that the information needed

can be obtained quickly, without extensive additional research, by

modifying existing programs to enable collection of the information

desired. Also, many tasks are common across the services, thus reducing

the need for extensive testing if the services can coordinate their --.

approaches and share their results.

, %
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Appendix

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON SKILL RETENTION

This appendix summarizes major findings and theories concerning

skill retention which are relevant to maintaining IRR readiness for

mobilization. Based primarily on literature reviews and psychology

texts produced over the last 25 years, this survey documents the

psychological premises for the recommendations in Sec. IV.

DEFINITIONS OF SKILLS, ABILITY, AND PERFORMANCE

Definitions of skills vary, although most definitions include the

concept of acquisition through some kind of training. For example, A.

T. Welford (1976) defines a skill as the:

Quality of performance which does not depend solely upon a
person's fundamental, innate capacities, but must be developed
through training, practice, and experience.

H.T.A. Whiting (1975) offers a similar definition in the context of the

nervous system:

Complex, intentional actions involving a whole chain of
sensory, central, and motor mechanisms which through the
process of learning have come to be organized and coordinated
in such a way as to achieve predetermined objectives with
maximum certainty.

The existence of an objective in a skilled performance

distinguishes skills from abilities (Singer, 1968; Whiting, 1975).

Skills are task-oriented. Abilities are more general traits, held

before the individual is trained to acquire the habits and subskills of

a given task (Whiting, 1975). Skill acquisition does not increase these .'.

basic capacities, but does "improve the efficiency and effectiveness

with which they are used" (Welford, 1976).
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The distinction between the two is important for this study because

research indicates that the skills required to perform individual tasks

remain unique, despite the fact that they may be based on similar

abilities. Ability, therefore, cannot be used as a good predictor of

ultimate skill attainment because abilities combine with other factors

in the process of skill attainment in dissimilar ways (Singer, 1968).

Another distinction which complicates the measurement of skill

attainment is the difference between a learned skill and the performance

of that siill. Based on learning theory, this "distinction says that

all relevant variables determine momentary performance, but only a

subset of them defines habits of learning states" (Adams, 1967). For

example, performance of a skill may be measured under conditions of

fatigue, disorienting environment, or other factors which influence the

results to include more than a measure of skill. Performance,

therefore, can be affected by changing such non-skill-related variables

as motivation and work inhibition (Adams, 1967).

Finally, it should be noted that the literature refers to various

kinds of skills, including motor, verbal, perceptual, and cognitive.

Different groupings are used, such as perceptual-motor skills and

language skills. Another categorization contrasts perceptual-motor

skills and mental or intellectual skills which link perceptions to

decisions and actions (Whiting, 1975; Welford, 1976). However, there is

considerable evidence that these skills overlap. For example, motor

skill learning often involves verbal skills and vice versa. M1otor

skills cannot be employed without some - iisory skills providing spatial

and temporal inputs. For the purposes of this study, we identify

verbal, motor, and cognitive skills--or skills of language (symbolic

relations), muscular coordination, and recognition/judgment (problem

solving).

CONCEPT OF SKILL RETENTION/DECREMENT

Retention of a skill is often defined as the result of several

steps. First the initial acquisition of the skill, followed by a

retention interval during which the subject does not use the skill.

After an interval, the subject is called upon to take a retention tost
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during which the subject either recalls or recognizes correctly (Adams,

1967).

Researchers have applied a number of models to understand the

acquisition and retention of a skill. Basically, they incorporate the

following elements into the process (based on Welford, 1976; Adams,

19b7):

I- _>mprehension of the task. Various training techniques have

been developed to aid in this process.

2. Temporary storage of task habits in a short-term or immediate

memory. The short-Lerm memory appears to be physically

separate from the long-term memory, of limited capacity and

easily distracted. Certain training techniques, such as "0.

p itt i rig up tasks w1hich i1vo 1 e subs t ant i a 1 amounts of

learning, can be employed to aid this stage of retettion. %J1-%

3. TrTnsference from the temporary storage of the short-term

memory to that of the long-term memory functions as a buffer. .'

Practice arid experience move the material to long-term storage.

During this stage any initial errors should be removed.

4 Long-term retent ion or storage. The stored data can be

modified if similar material is stored later . -.

5. Retrieval for use. Conditions of the retrieval can aid the

process. 1oreover, predetermined assoc i at ions (In be formed to
,

make retrieval easier.

Although most skills deay over time, time in its-lt is not

considered the determ inirig factor in forgetting. Rather, the idoly

accepted interf erence theory holds that forgetting is due to omp, t i rig

responses learned before acquis ition of cr iter ion respoIses proaIt ive ..

inh ibit ion), or in the retent ion interval tret roat yivo inh hit Ion ''

(Adams, 1967). Interference becomes a factor throughout the %ress

described above. Even when onice stored in on g - t 0 m r' t e It OnI,

modifications can result from competing, s :mn r material. %

Concepts of short and long term are relative. Ih,' shrt -- Mrm

memory is immediate. lost studies measure ln-em rete-r-t o)n in

days , weeks and months . Rarely dc st idies oxtend to oneP Or mre %eArs,

a period of time more appropriate to the IRR'
•- 26 p
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RETENTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SKILLS

In general, some kinds of skills tend to be reta ined longer than

others. This is particularly true with two kinds of motor skills--

cont inuous and dis(irete Cont inuouS motor responses are those that

involve the repet it ion of a movement pattern Which has no dis(.eriilble

beginning or end, such as rid,,ng a bi.ycle Dis( rete respoises .-re

usually of short, duration arid have a 6,e ]]-defired begi ining and e-nd,

such as moinlg ai gear shift or fir ing a rifle. Procedrllral tasks are a

series iof d .> rote responses, sl.h As ,Siil)iia ri el or operat iig a

rad o ,.ommurii..at lolls system. (ont inuous motor s]- i 1 ls de(,ay slowly over

per iods of molths arid yveirs. i)Disr ret!, anid procedural tasks d((cay

kIu ick lv o.v r a pe io d of da ys, ,e ks , or moths. Lill ike collt illaois

motor skills. pio(.edural pr f J i(_l.lcy ( iliot he mairita ined il the ajbs4.rIe Pce

c! prc i~cet. IS h nd, ( I t al., Ii *')

Ielat ive retfrt ion rte s cot uther skills vary. i)eay of verbal

sk I Is, (-1ich (ari.ortribute to proc(-edural tasks, is similar to that of

iiscrete motor ski Its lAdjms, I9) 7 ) "erlporad atspects of motor skills

!the t ime it t akes to omri ep Ite a task t rid to d(t er brate more rip idly

than a,,r acy of p.rformarcf I Gitrd liil aill( Sitterly , 1972).

The 1 i f t'rn, es ir reot L.t1o i rates ,am ong var ioiis typevs of si I IIs

m,iy I , t , I v .1 t the t iIe o f tl" tasks By d if ,iIt iol , (_orit Illlous

't or k I Is 1 f l%)Ie rp, t it ) arid theIe for', o rA ohab) I v refsilt ill

D\r earning. IT ,t 1 51 , .tt, 1ti r' i s d rt t iot)n pe I ri)ds

,' eli *t a:, 1 A , va, 'is , . i J H it (11 ,i)rlt il;uiiiis ii,,tor

ski Is Ar gne K'i(l ~v rni1 mire. highly Q>)iini/od thai: rhte(r sk ills

a;l'! : ir .>:tt'rjv . ":i" , SI. rde. ,I i t ! I 7

, rI t i )t ir 'r 1 ,:it i I i i; r f- 1, I t' I e I " i z e * I -i
,  '. t *r I I I I I

ii6~ 4 1 -e ~ r r Ti . tt~ It Is i I' si aIl)' I f In I el
i rt i , ,:i . T urI , , OIl j 1' ' i. !i* t., ih , V , i ' K I .tIi ,

Kvar i iy it ht t l , c ', t . Ii' , -5 r,', i i'. I I t1 et

Siirri, ; ru,,.fir ul tusks i" . i, ,t jirie"b I : r 'i ": ;"r. s .. ... , i

h ia Iis'. of t I r h. , trist irs .r ::riiI, ri,, 1r i ',r. t

i a p t !r1r1p.,in ... .)'. iii P , t I % i'. ITe

" "'-'- ' '. -""- -"" --. " " " ."--"
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to be retained. (Thus, safety steps are often forgotten.) Moreover,

the logic of the sequence may also affect retention--i.e., the more

obviously one step emerges from the previous one, the more likely it is' P. Pt.

to be retained. Finally, the more complex the procedure, the more

effective are the use of supplemental memory aids (Rose et al., 1982).

ORIGINAL SKILL ACQUISITION

There is general agreement that the amount of original training is

positively related to the amount of retention. The higher the level of

performance at the completion of training, the higher the performan ce on

an initial retention test. Final performance level, then, provide, an

indication of relative retention rates (Gardlin arid Sitterly, 1d72; .

Schendel et al., 1978).

Thus, the training or learning phase can influence retention, tnid

because the amount of training is posit ively related to rIetivt on,

overtraining aids retention. Instead of training to a minimally

proficient level, mastery or overtraining may he more c.ost ef ff. t ite IIn

terms of increased retention (Schenidel et al 19Th.

There may be limits to the amount of ov,'rlearning reqciired, th in

terms of cost -benefit tradeoffs and impact on r otent ion. "mel If,% it%. k'

military exper iments in this area suggested that much llltd .rl on

the Ievel of prof ic iency required aind the ,j,'I lahI Itv i T . 1:,1 )r

resour(es for ref esher trining For a Ii i ly qkii .red t i',k,

'avertraiirig may rot he a {.ost -f. tf o, it k v l:I, on,. I '1 : I e h . c 1 d

It may be a very ost-f-,te i .; 71 h if , fer he r I I1 .r.g I s

.x rpe s ve i I 'I' I ov r , a t i' ist Ie 11 mv t ,;T% r c .t : t .t,,( ': . it

omel [;)otit 1 r .Il ..urnitg cf I tslk .'ork Pr .g V.' '"iT,., I '.

learr irig r i s , 4r , . II in , h ti ,. t : , .r t i . , .e i - t 1 4-s

I TT JT1 4" T

.% ON,
% V,iii im ;. irtaict :icch, ,it,,r ut ,',*t,.t it,: , c.,, , t , c'. . : ,, i. ,., I. i:, -

5.

ji t tr mll i rzg . I' hi ll jil.a t lh r .. t .. : .ho I. H1 i c , '

cter,,[ rill.i' Kas t't. t .ill. 'M.ft ',. : I,' t, 1o

4 i t t Io i .vr . ' ,1 ,1 ' *. ' -- •

ccm iat 4-t I I ilTimerit S' %ece ' , ~ f

% ,
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These include the spacing of practice sessions, test schedules, an

environment that includes feedback cues and equipment fidelity, and well-

structured tasks.

" Massed vs. spaced practices: There is some evidence that

spacing repetitions of a task rather than massing the practices

increases acquisition arid retention (Schendel et al., 1978;

kose et al. , 1981).

* Test trials: Research in verbal memory indicates that testing

is part of the learning process. The addition of test trials

results in quicker arid more accurate learning, retention, and

relearrilng (Schendel et al., 1978; Rose et al., 1981).

SSupport ve eni'ironment : An important factor in promoting

higher performance level in less time is the provision of

accurate feedback of test results in quantity during training.

Although the speed of learning does not affect retention,

reduc ng the learn inig period may provide more time for

overlearning, and therefore, higher retention. Equipment

design can also affect performance level. The extent to which

the displdy-control relationship mirrors expectations (e.g.,

moving the pointer to the right by moving the knob clockwise)

affetts skill acquisition and retention (Gardlin and Sitterly, "P%

1072 Sthendel et al., 1978). The similarity of training

d(v i.es to operational equipment is also a factor

Stiuctor,' oif task: Tasks that are highly structured or %

gi(-a 11y oI gan i zed are more quic.kly learned and, when .".e.

to,dv r it e I y lea rried, r(t ii ned longe r than unst ructured tasks

S J ,iritel et al ., 1978- Armstrong et al ., 197$). , 

RETENTION INTERVAL .

If ret eiition is re.lated positively to the amount of training, it is

,elate-d ,,eg,,it,'e y to the , .t, ti on interval: The longer the interval,

the gr ;atvt r th-. skill loss, In fact, the he'refti(ial effects of

ove learrning an he totally nieg,ited if the interval is too long (Gardlin

Ard Sitterly. :972).
%4'

e ',
:::.

', ,,& ,,*,,,, ,.'.',,. .'.,.-,. " ,, , , .v" .. " -. "• . " .. ,. . .. " .. ..
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The theory of interference provides an explanation for the positive

and negative relationship of amount of training and length of retention

interval to skill retention. The more training and practice, the

stronger the memory traces, or habits, are in relationship to

subsequent, competing learning. But, the longer the retention interval,

the more likely there will be competing, interpolated learning (Adams,

1967).

The amount of skill decrement may be accelerated by the nature of

the competing, subsequent learning. The learning of highly similar or %

dissimilar tasks during the retention interval does not appear to

adversely affect the retained skill. However, newly acquired skills

that are of moderate or intermediate similarity can increase decrement
.".

°

of the retained skill beyond normal expectations (Armstrong et al.,

1975).

Some general statements can be made about the rate of skill loss, .%

although retention curves are task specific, varying by type of skill

and performance conditions and measures (Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972).

Skill decay is most rapid during the initial retention period. rhis

leads to the paradox that "the absolute amount of forgetting declines

with time" (Schendel et al., 1978). This phenomenon makes it even more

difficult to plot retention curves, especially if data are limited--

only a few retention test scores (Rose et al., 1981). In measuring

skill decay, the most sensitive indicators are commissive rather than

ommissive errors (Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972).

Practice during the retention interval enhances skill retention

(Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972; Armstrong et al., 1975; Schendel et al.,

1978.). This applies to imaginary practice as well as recreations of

the original test conditions. The closer the practice to those original

conditions, the greater the benefits for retention. However, even

mental practice has a positive impact on retention (Armstrong et al.,

1975). Practice provides the greatest benefit to those skills which

decay most rapidly--procedural tasks and temporal aspects of an acquired

skill (Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972).

-2..,.-We

.,%..:



SKILL RECALL AND REFRESHER TRAINING

Skill s that have riot been ret a iri nd mus t b e r e ir rist a t ed r i et r veshted

For any task , re friesher tr 3in inrg t akes 1) .1( *e math mor r11 a pidly thanl the

original training. In addit ion, refresher I raining tike-s less time, the

greater the original protit.ie-niv arid expe r r eie aid moie t1 m4 , the

greater the reteit ion perirod or the more 'ilit 1( tilt the tisk 2il I1 arid

* Sitterly, P)72)

Task Liafers U. t ~t iet.'nt t inr. ml rr4-.leiI a e

It takes lu'Txer tl ret resh [r ~~ ithai -) U, i-lu"s tlH'!i mks t, the
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES %

Much of the literature hypothesizes that individual differences

should affect retention, but so far researchers have been unable to %

identify and measure those differences. It may be that the analyses .*. "• %

have been too simple, measuring only a single trait for a complex,

multidimensional individual. Such problems would be compounded if it

turns out that individuals have different retention capacities for

different kinds of skills (Rose et al., 1982).

A major theoretical disagreement related to this issue is whether

skill acquisition is affected by the changing nature of the task or the

individual's ability. Two theories exist:

Changing task structure argues that as learning of a complex

skill continues, certain abilities which may be more important

in the initial training become less important as the level of

training progresses.

Changing subject model argues that all the abilities remain

important throughout training but that training can increase

certain ab Iities, that the strength of an individual's

re levarit abi lit ies changes.

HuIl ii nd Alvares 11971) suggest that both theories explain the

data arid that both exp lanations play a role. It appears then that

ds f in it ions of indiv idual d if f erences may wel have a dynamic qua] ity

whi ch ,.ompl ,ates the number of factors that interact to af fect skill

acqlsl it ion ind retfn t ion.

What is -nio.Tn atboult the ielatiolships between individual

differr is and retention pertailris to the period of skill acquisition.

indiv-diial differences ontr:hute, to the rate and level of skill

acqui Nit ion. Fcr example, there are faster and slow er learners. And

individual character ist ics, such as IQ, can contribute to the lIevel of

ski I I acqu is ition. Because the final level of ski 1 aquis ition is "'-',..,

important in retent ion, individal di fferences iidi rectl cotribute to

that ret ent ion, Individluals that aichieve higher skill levels can have

thP same rate of jrof itrency loss as those at lower skill levels.

0

". .
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Because they started from a higher achievement level, they continue to

test at a higher achievement level on retention tests, even if relative

declines in proficiency tend to be similar (Schendel et al., 1978; %

Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972). ,.

Vinegard (1975) illustrates the difficulty in identifying an 'e

individual characteristic that will distinguish skill performance across

the board. His study on basic skills retention as a function of mental

category revealed that during skill acquisition the highest mental

category group tended to outachieve the others. When retention tests

were performed this pattern held. However, in terms of individual

measures there were overlaps between the groups in whi,-h some

individuals in lower mntal categories outscored some members of the

highest group.

Given the current status of research, it would appear that level of

skill attained in training is a better predictor of varying retention

rates than individual differences, even though the latter may coitribute -P

to ski ll attainment.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The Iiterature contains a number of caveats concerning how

a.curately wetrious measures of performance reflect skill I ttainment and

ro t elit ion.oi

First, ,,ec if ic masures may address only one aspect of a skill.

Experimentrs usual ly a pply two measures to motor ski I Is--speed and

ac'urac y Thus, typing tests count not only words per minute but also

:itmber o I typos The dist in(t ion is important for skill r(tenlt ion since

(mf, ispe'w ts of a skill may dcay faster th:in others. For example,

there is .:dvnlc that timel iess or temporal skill is the last element

of a skill to b (Im ired m:d the first lost f;ard l in and Sitterly, "-

P) 72 A

Socriid , !b th A)solmite ( and rolltie ie(I,rellce ph)ints are required to

ds(.rithe skill d1(t( rmnr t. The former proVides an i ticat ion o0 actual ."t1A

skill le,' l , ihfereas the latter ind(ic(tes the rate of skill decay

Gard I in ind Sitter ly, 1972).

C * % S
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A major problem arises when retention is measured by comparing

multiple tests or performances. Any time there is an array of scores,

consistency of response becomes an issue. Thus, in a test containing

ten questions, a subject may get three answers right during two

administrations of the test, but it may not be the same three answers.

Likewise, five members of a platoon may pass a repeated skill test, but

it may not be the same five members.2 To measure consistency of

response, some measure of variance or correlation, in addition to mean

numbers, is required (Bilodeau, 1969; Gardlin and Sitterly, 1972).

TASK TAXONOMIES

The development of taxonomies of task characteristics may be one ".

tool for linking broader abilities and tasks to retention of specific

skills. Edwin Fleishman has been a consistent advocate of using task

taxonomies to predict human performance and retention of specific

skills. In 1965 he reported that relatively few psychomotor abilities..1"

were needed to perform over 200 different skilled tasks. The research

identified, defined, and measured the components of these abilities

(e.g., multilimb coordination, manual dexterity, finger dexterity, and

reaction time) (Fleishman, 1965).

Fleishman recently participated in a review of the literature on

task taxonomies and concluded that such classifications are formulated

on four basic approaches (Fleishman, 1982).

1. Behavior descriptions--classifications of observed behavior in

performing a task (e.g., setting dials and reading meters).

2. Fehavior requirements--classifications of inferred behavior in

performing a task (i.e., the process which occurs between the

input and the response) . Includes such categories as scanning,

identification, arid problem solving.

2 The Vineberg study of retention of basic soldiering skills again
provides an example. Some 8.1 percent of all the subtests were failed
during baseline training, but passed during retention testing. "From a
logical viewpoint, this percentage is an inconsistency and can be viewed
as error' because, strictly speaking, a soldier cannot demonstrate the
retention of skill that he has previously failed to show he has
acquired" (p. 12).

0 --
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3. Ability requirements--classifications of underlying abilities

or traits necessary to various tasks. Fleishman's earlier

study cited above is an example.

4. Task characteristics--descriptions of task conditions or

components (e.g., type of display). While the other three

emphasize the individual's behavior and ability, this approach

addresses the task itself as a separate entity.

Wheaton and Mirabella (1972) applied the last approach to the

design of sonar training systems. They identified and quantified

specific features necessary to a sonar training device, and then applied

those measurements to distinguish among existing devices concerning

particular trainee tasks. To achieve that they first had to identify

and index the subtasks. This resulted in 17 indices or device

descriptors, such as number of responses comprising the procedural

sequence, number of different controls manipulated, and percentage of

alternative actions in an operation.

Fleishman warns that the major problem with the task

characteristics approach is that it is sensitive to the selection of

components described, i.e., relevant stimuli, instructions, procedures, . -

responses, and goals. He, therefore, stresses the need to evaluate task

classification systems for internal and external reliability, and urges

the construction of objective, quantifiable descriptors (Fleishman,

1982).

4''
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